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1) This is my #Qanon thread for December 19, 2019

Q posts can be found here:

qanon.news/Q 

Android apps:

QMAP: Qanon Drops & POTUS Tweets
Be a part of the Great Awakening. Get real-time Qanon drops and POTUS tweets.
We are the news now!

http://qmap.pub

QMAP: Qanon Drops, Alerts, WWG1WGA Wall and Memes! - Apps on …
From the creators of qmap.pub, here is the official QMAP android mobile app! The
mobile app includes the following features: * Drops: read all of Q's drops in
chronological order * Tweets: read of a…

https://bit.ly/Q-Map
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My Theme: Know Your History

Q Alerts! QAnon Q Drops, Alerts, Research, Share + - Apps on Google …

Q Alerts notifies you quickly when Q Anon makes new drops. It also allows you to
search, browse, share and research QAnon posts and much much more. Q Alerts
is the first and original Q Android app …

https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

2) Societies like Rome achieve greatness only to have it destroyed by corruption that

went unchecked.

3) The United States was going the way of Rome, but the election of Donald Trump

changed the course of history. He was elected (whether the public knows it or not) to

root out and remove the corruption that pervades every part of our society.
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/G2qIXXafxCQ

4) Last December, Q said the public would soon learn that law enforcement agencies

and other U.S. & foreign assets have been conducting one of the largest criminal

investigations in modern history.

5) The scope of the criminal investigation is unprecedented.

The prosecution of corrupt people cannot be stoped. 

These events will be written about in history books for centuries to come.

6) POTUS knew that corrupt politicians intended to remove him from office by any

means necessary. He hinted at their plan to impeach him in April, before his call to

Ukraine.

He said his first move would be to appeal an impeachment to the Supreme Court.
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Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

The Mueller Report, despite being written by Angry Democrats 
and Trump Haters, and with unlimited money behind it 
($35,000,000), didn’t lay a glove on me. I DID NOTHING 
WRONG. If the partisan Dems ever tried to Impeach, I would first 
head to the U.S. Supreme Court. Not only......

100K 12:10 PM - Apr 24, 2019

57.5K people are talking about this

7) Q posted a link to the April tweet by POTUS.

8) Q posted a link to an article that derides the house for the unconstitutional way in

which they've conducted impeachment proceedings. The author wants the Supreme

Court to rule once and for all on what the framers of the constitution intended with

respect to impeachment.

9) Article. 
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An Impeachment Role for the Supreme Court? | National Review
The question of whether the House may impeach a president on whatever charges
it wishes could be resolved by bringing the case before the Supreme Court.

https://www.nationalreview.com/2019/12/an-impeachment-role-for-the-supreme-court/

10) Impeachment is a serious matter.

Attempts to delay justice for criminal politicians will fail.

Dems used FISA to interfere in the 2016 election and the Mueller hoax to interfere in

the 2018 election. Impeachment is their attempt to interfere in the 2020 election.

11) @M2Madness posted a video of Nancy Pelosi attempting to explain her

impeachment plans.

0:00

12) Q responded.
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13) The circus that Dems put on during their impeachment proceedings shows how

corrupt they are.

14) Speaker Pelosi said the House won't send the articles of impeachment to the

Senate until they have more information about the process the Senate intends to use.

Senate Majority Leader Mitch Mcconnell fired back. 

McConnell rips Pelosi for impeachment delay, says Dems ‘afraid’ to tra…
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell set the stage Thursday for a potentially
bruising fight between the leadership of the two chambers over impeachment, as
he tore into Nancy Pelosi for “shoddy wo…

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/mcconnell-rips-pelosi-for-impeachment-delay-says-d…

15) Chuck Grassley was not amused. 
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Pelosi's tactics make it impossible to schedule dates with the Supreme Court Chief

Justice who must preside over an impeachment trial. 

ChuckGrassley
@ChuckGrassley

Why is Dem house now getting cold feet abt moving ahead w 
impeachment trial? They want 2hijack Senate process+muck up 
senate/SCOTUS schedule U need some consideration abt 
SCOTUS since Chief Justice presides in Senate. R they worried 
their articles r too weak to move fwd?

26.3K 5:52 PM - Dec 19, 2019

16.4K people are talking about this

16) Q posted a link to Grassley's tweet.

17) The impeachment had been hard on those who support POTUS. 

Anons shared their thoughts.

18) The battle against corruption is taking its toll. 

The history books will record this as both a time of great darkness and a time where
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truth and light shine forth.

Q hinted that some of the damage inflicted on POTUS may be undone at some point.

19)

20)

21)
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23)

24)
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25)

26)

27) @QanonMichele was Q'd for her dance video. 
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0:00

28) Q+ (POTUS) appreciated the video.

QAnon Michele Canada 
@QanonMichele

Michele #QAnon dancing  to a Q endorsed song

(LONG, FULL VERSION)youtu.be/8rpbtEn7yik

10.6K 7:03 AM - Dec 19, 2019

7,214 people are talking about this
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29)

0:00

30)

31) Anons feeling the love from retweets by POTUS.
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32) Was it a coincidence that POTUS retweeted @Law88Loren right after a drop by

Q+?

33)

34)
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35) An anon posted a link to an article about another Pentagon official who has

announced their resignation.

Fifth Pentagon official announces resignation in seven days
The Defense Department’s senior adviser for international cooperation earlier this
week left the Pentagon, marking the fifth top official in seven days to leave or
announce their departure.

https://thehill.com/policy/defense/475205-fifth-pentagon-official-announces-resignation…

36) Nothing happening?

37) 50+ Representatives opted not to run for reelection in 2018.

Dozens of FBI & DOJ employees are gone.

Rex Tillerson gutted the State Department.

Gina Haspel cleaned out the CI_A.
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Replacements have been hired & federal judges have been appointed.

JUSTICE is Locked & Loaded.

38) Related.

Resignations, Demotions & Some Details – Complicity at the FBI & DOJ
Note: A new post - A Listing of Participants - provides a far more comprehensive
listing of various players. This post remains useful in its description of certain
individuals - specifically John Car…

https://themarketswork.com/2018/02/18/resignations-demotions-some-details-complicit…

39) Q posted links to 2 short segments from Marth McCallum's interview with AG Bill

Barr. 

The full interview is scheduled to air tonight.

40) Barr explains that U.S. Attorney Durham is looking at foreign and domestic

operations surrounding Spygate as well as potential criminal activities outside of
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abuse of the FISA process. 

Barr on the broad scope of Durham's investigation
Attorney General William Barr sits down for an exclusive interview on 'The Story' at
7 p.m.

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6116884055001

41) Barr doesn't buy James Comey's story that he was far removed from the Spygate

investigation. 

Barr on Comey saying he was 'seven layers' above the investigation
Attorney General William Barr sits down for an exclusive interview on 'The Story' at
7 p.m.

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6116883424001

42) @themarketswork is my go-to source for identifying the actions of key people and

providing timelines of events related to Spygate.

This article discusses several matters related to Spygate. 

NSA Director Rogers Disclosed FISA Abuse Days After Page Warrant …
Just days after the DOJ filed the FISA spy warrant application on Carter Page, NSA
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Director Adm. Mike Rogers notified the FISA court of abuses of the system by the
FBI.

https://www.theepochtimes.com/nsa-director-rogers-disclosed-fisa-abuse-days-after-c…

43) The article examines the FBI's use of private contractors, Admiral Rogers'

discovery of non-compliance & the DOJ National Security Division's efforts to avoid

making compliance reports in order to get a FISA approved on Carter Page.

Something BIG is coming.

44) Timelines can be helpful when piecing together the parts of a complex scheme.

Conservapedia's Obagate Timeline is one resource I rely on. 

https://www.conservapedia.com/Obamagate_timeline

45) Backchannels are important. 

Know your history and you will know why.
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46)

47) An anon posted a clip from the film "Sum of All Fears" that hinted at how

backchannel communications can prevent tragic events.

48)

0:00

49) Q responded.

Did Backchannel comms with North Korea get Kim to the negotiating table?
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Will backchannel comms lead to a peace agreement with Iran?

50) Nuclear war was averted during the Cuban missile crisis thanks to backchannel

comms between the U.S. and the Soviet Union. 

Cuban Missile Crisis
During the Cuban Missile Crisis, leaders of the U.S. and the Soviet Union engaged
in a tense, 13-day political and military standoff in October 1962 over the

https://www.history.com/topics/cold-war/cuban-missile-crisis

51) Q corrected a typo in the word "Squall."
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52) A second correction.

53)

54) An anon plotted the correlation between Q posts and POTUS tweets including the

36 zero deltas so far. 

A zero delta is when Q posts and POTUS tweets within 60 seconds. 

(Try posting less than 1 minute before POTUS tweets and you'll see why it's relevant.)
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55) And then there's the incredibly lucky coincidence when Q posted a watch showing

1:29 as the time and exactly a week later (to the minute) the DOJ released the IG

report and AG Barr and US Attorney John Durham released their responses.

56) This graphic shows the proof related to Q's watch post on December 2nd and the

release of the IG report and the responses by AG Barr and John Durham.

57) The DOJ posted the IG report at 1:29 Eastern.

Justice OIG
@JusticeOIG

DOJ OIG releases Review of Four FISA Applications and Other 
Aspects of the FBI’s Crossfire Hurricane Investigation.

View on website here: justice.gov/storage/120919…. 

View on Oversight.gov here: oversight.gov/report/doj/rev…
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1,068 6:29 PM - Dec 9, 2019

918 people are talking about this

58) AG Barr's response to the IG report was posted at 1:29 Eastern.

Justice Department
@TheJusticeDept

Statement by Attorney General William P. Barr on the Inspector 
General's Report of the Review of Four FISA Applications and 
Other Aspects of the FBI's Crossfire Hurricane Investigation 
justice.gov/opa/pr/stateme…

3,969 6:29 PM - Dec 9, 2019

3,886 people are talking about this

Statement by Attorney General William P. Ba…
justice.gov

59) U.S. Attorney John Durham's response to the IG report was posted at 1:29

Eastern.

U.S. Attorney CT
@USAO_CT

Statement of U.S. Attorney John H. Durham go.usa.gov/xpVkk

358 6:29 PM - Dec 9, 2019

447 people are talking about this

Statement of U.S. Attorney John H. Durham
justice.gov
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